Abstract In order to detect a mechanical type of structural failure of the circuit breaker, the characteristics of the circuit breaker mechanical vibration signal is analyzed in this paper. A combination of medium voltage circuit breaker based on empirical mode decomposition (EMD) amount of energy and support vector machine (SVM) theory vibration signal feature vector extraction and analysis of fault classification method is proposed. First, the vibration signal of the circuit breaker is decomposed by EMD, then intrinsic mode function (IMF) is obtain. The major fault feature information intrinsic mode functions the amount of energy of the component is obtained by discrete sampling points and the amount of energy. Using the amount of energy of IMF component as a feature vector, the failure of the test sample signal as input feature vector into trained "BT-SVM" support vector machine classification mechanism for fault classification. The differences and fault type of vibration signals can be identified by this method through the experimental analysis.
Introduction
A circuit breaker is very critical distribution systems important equipment. With the distribution network automation and reliability requirements increase, the circuit breaker itself is also increasing reliability requirements [1] [2] [3] .
In the operation process of the circuit breaker contains a lot of important status information when a fault message appears fault signal when the feature vector extraction is critical fault signal analysis in the current analysis method is only suitable for the fast Fourier transform analysis of stationary signals, while the mechanical vibration signal is non-stationary nature, must be found suitable for the analysis of non-stationary signal processing method. Wavelet analysis, short-time Fourier transform methods have their limitations, it can not be good for non-stationary signal analysis, so this article will EMD method is applied to the circuit breaker vibration signal feature vector extraction field, it is a new suitable for analyzing non-stationary signal analysis methods. EMD is a Chinese-American NordenE .Huang et al proposed [4] [5] [6] [7] , it is suitable to handle nonlinear and non-stationary signals, it has a high signal to noise ratio, can decompose complex signals, resulting in finite IMF component, IMF component contains the original signal at different time scales local characteristic signal. By analyzing the local signal characteristics including IMF to accurately extract the important features of the original signal, each IMF frequency components contained in the signal sampling frequency is not correlated with the signal itself, it is adaptive [8] [9] .
Vibration Signal EMD
If there are any complex signals are composed of a plurality of different IMF, each IMF can be linear or non-stationary, non-linear, each intrinsic mode function must meet the following two conditions: First, the entire data segment, the number of extreme points and the number of zero crossings must be equal or differ at most no more than one; secondly, at any time, by the formation of the local maxima and the envelope formed by the local minimum point the average value of the lower envelope is zero, i.e., the lower envelope locally symmetric with respect to the time axis.
(1) determine the signal all the local extreme points, and then use the left and right cubic spline local maxima joined together to form the upper envelope.
(2) a cubic spline in all the local minimum points are connected to form the lower envelope, the upper and lower envelope should envelop all the data points. ( ) ( ) ( ) r t x t c t (2) As 1 ( ) r t raw data repeating steps (1) to (4), to obtain a second component 2 c of ( ) x t which satisfy the conditions of IMF. Repeat the cycle times n to obtain the signal component of ( ) x t which satisfy the conditions of IMF.
"Screening" process by limiting the stopping criterion d S processing result of two successive magnitude of the difference between the standard to achieve the decomposition is stopped when less than 0.3.
"Binary tree" Support Vector Machine
In this paper, two-dimensional space can be divided into two kinds of support vector machines briefing formation process. Figure (1 
Where Z is the surface normal vector classification for classification threshold. In the generalized optimal hyper plane problem by introducing Lagrange multipliers, build generalized optimal hyper plane problem can be converted to solve the dual quadratic programming problems. According to functional theory, as long as the kernel function of ( , ) K x y satisfies Mercer condition, you can achieve linear transformation, the formation of classification function is: 
Wherein i x is the input feature vector, q is the order.
Support vector machine classification algorithm is divided into: "binary" Support Vector Machine (BT-SVM), it Can be seen that the traditional method of binary tree method avoids the situation can not be separated, and only construct k-1 SVM classifier, the test does not necessarily need to calculate all of the classifier discriminant function, which can save test time, while improving the training and test speed.
The Amount of Energy Law
Testing according to the signal ( ) x t and known theoretical knowledge, without considering the actual dimensions of the case 2 ( ) x t ,the vibration signal is the time integral of the square of the known signal energy,
When the signal ( ) x t is discrete signals, the signal energy interval signal value added and,
Where t ' is the sampling interval, sampling interval in this article 0.1ms, for the entire range of the total energy of the signal on the segment is ( ) Q i . components contained in the end, the circuit breaker failure occurs division closing different mechanical vibration signal generated by the energy value of IMF there are obvious differences.
Empirical Mode Decomposition Energy of Mo Extraction And Classification Process
The signal will be collected first EMD decomposition, the IMF components and extracts the feature vector fault signal input learn good in SVM classification.
(1) The raw vibration signal with EMD, take the main fault information including the first n IMF components, the paper take the first six IMF components.
(2)Calculated for each IMF (discrete signal) component of total energy ( ) Q i :
(3)The IMF component of the total energy of the normalization process:
Where the total energy of the IMF components, the total energy of the original vibration signal.
(4) IMF component to the total energy of structural elements feature vector T: 1 2 [ , ,..., ]
n T E E E (11) (5)Using the "binary" Support vector machine as classifier, using training samples of fault feature vector training SVM, determine the parameters of SVM classifier.
(6)The failure of the test sample input trained SVM feature vectors in order to determine the output of SVM classifier breaker vibration signal failure type.
Analysis of Experimental Results

6.1breaker Vibration Signal EMD Decomposition and Feature Extraction
In this paper, KL HVB type 12KV vacuum circuit breaker to do the test, using the Shanghai casting Swiss company YD-1 type acceleration sensor, acceleration reaction force change, range 0-1000m/s2, sensor installed in the circuit breaker operating mechanism outside the vertical direction. Extraction vacuum circuit breaker in case of no-load condition and two normal fault condition vibration signal. Namely: normal (a1, a2), closing solenoid jam (b1, b2) and the spindle jam fault (c1, c2) signal,This can expect the three vibration signal waveform has a different energy transmission capacity, whereby when the signal is decomposed into different time scales, different characteristics can be obtained. Using formula (11) were calculated in the normal state, the switch magnet and the spindle jam fault energy value decomposition of IMF, as the main energy vibration signal and the amount of information generated in the IMF components are the first few components of through experiments and data processing can be drawn, the signal energy is concentrated on the first six IMF components, viz. Here, as shown in Table 1 , wherein, E1-E6 is calculated from the information contained signal IMF1-IMF6 principal eigenvectors as a test of SVM input signal, the process is the tracking signal generated by the energy distribution a process.
SVM Fault Status Classification
In this paper, "binary" Support vector machine classification algorithm, set to a normal state, the closing magnet jam fault is 2, the spindle jam fault is 3. By analyzing the feature vectors, taking into account the experience. This classification kernel function using polynomial kernel, the order q Take 2, penalty coefficient C take 100 to 10 sets of data for each sample the amount of energy range calculation.
Classification process conducted by Equation 5 to 10 have done each sample set of training data, for example, constitute a three sample classification. The first category is the second positive type, the first and third types is negative class training to obtain SVM1. Then the first category as being Class III negative class training to get SVM2. Kernel function of the inner product of a matrix composed of 30 groups of data. The classification process is counted twice Lagrange multipliers and are shown in Table 1 , to obtain two kinds of support vector machines SVM1 and SVM2, thus SVM training is complete 
Conclusion
In this paper, empirical mode decomposition method breaker vibration signal decomposition, the total energy use of IMF as a feature vector representation breaker failure, and as the input vector of SVM, the use of "one to one multi-category" Support Vector Machine classification mechanism for training, classification results obtained. The experimental results show that this method can effectively extract the circuit breaker fault vibration signal feature vector and can correct for state recognition and fault classification.
